Rapid sex chromosomal chimerism analysis in heterosexual twin female calves by Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification.
We attempted to apply an embryo sexing kit with Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification (LAMP) to sex chromosomal chimerism analysis in heterosexual twin female calves. Peripheral blood was used for the amplification of male-specific DNA, derived from XY leukocytes. When blood samples were diluted 1:1000 in LAMP reaction mixture, hemoglobin or blood coagulation did not influence the turbidity measurement of the reaction mixture for detection of amplified DNA. This procedure detected the existence of XY leukocytes of 0.01% in female blood. Furthermore, all heterosexual twin female calves, bearing sex chromosomal chimerism based on karyotyping and PCR, showed male-specific DNA from peripheral blood by LAMP. These results indicated that the embryo sexing kit with LAMP was available for sensitive detection of sex chromosomal chimerism. This procedure made it possible to detect easily Y-chromosome specific DNA in a short interval compared with PCR, and was convenient for field application of freemartin diagnosis.